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On the minority languages in Bulgaria1
За малцинствени езици в България
Родният език на над 84% от населението на Република България е българският. Приемането му
за официален език на държавата е израз на единството на нацията и е признато от всички
политически сили, включително и от представителите на малцинствата. България не е
подписала Европейската харта за регионалните или малцинствените езици. Конституцията на
републиката не поддържа концептите регионален и малцинствен език, но гарантира езиковите
права на всички граждани, чийто „майчин език е различен от български”. Обучение по езиците
на двете най-многобройни етнически малцинства – турски и цигански – както и на
традиционните – еврейски и арменски – е предвидено в училищните програми като
задължително избираема подготовка. Българският опит в тази сфера представлява интересен
пример за сериозните предизвикателства, свързани с осигуряването на качествено обучение по
малцинствени езици, съобразено с нуждите и желанията на съответните групи.

1.

The language situation in Bulgaria

Bulgarian is the native language of the majority of the population of the Republic
of Bulgaria. Most of the minority populations are almost completely biligual or at least
have a good command of both Bulgarian and the respective minority language. Among
the fundamental principles of the Constitution of the Republic of Bulgaria (Prom. SG
56/13 Jul 1991), article 3 of chapter 1 states that “Bulgarian is the official language of
the Republic”. This is the language of State in Parliament, courts of justice, public
administration, schools and all areas of cultural, economic and social life in general.
The adoption of the Bulgarian language as the official language of the Republic is an
expression of the unity of the nation and is recognized by all political forces in the
country, including the representatives of the minorities.
1.1

Regional varieties of Bulgarian

The regional spoken varieties of the Bulgarian language are part of the South Slavic
dialect continuum, linked with Serbian and Macedonian to the West, bordering Greek
and Turkish to the South, and Romanian to the North. They are mutually intelligible
with the standard Bulgarian and there are no interlects. The differences include vocabulary and phonological aspects but not structural differences. The main isogloss
separating the Bulgarian dialects into Eastern and Western is the Yat border, marking
1

It is the very stimulating topic of the Annual Conference 2009 of EFNIL that made us realise there is
no reliable and fully representative information on the present language situation and especially on
the use of additional languages in Bulgaria. Since there is no Institute of Linguistics apparently the
task to undertake such a research is assigned to the Institute for Bulgarian Language. This paper
provides a first attempt in this respect. As for the ethnic minorities in particular there are numerous
sociological studies mainly by non-governmental organizations, but very few of them take into
account the characteristics of their spoken languages that are connected to the excercising of their
linguistic rights.
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the different mutations of the Old Bulgarian yat form (ѣ), pronounced as either /ʲa/ or
/ɛ/ to the East (byal, but plural beli, “white”) and strictly as /ɛ/ to the West of it (bel,
plural beli) (Kocev et al. 2001).
This is the place to note that even if since the second half of the 20th century, foreign
authors, following its codification as the literary standard language of Yugoslav Macedonia, have mostly adopted the convention of treating Macedonian in terms of a separate language, contemporary Bulgarian linguists still consider it as a dialect of Bulgarian (Chakalova 1980). Nevertheless as a result of the active language policy of the
Republic of Macedonia over the last decades, directed towards the differentiation of
Macedonian simultaneously from Serbian and from Bulgarian, a tendency has arisen
towards the formation of a separate ‘Macedonian’ language.
1.2

The ethnic minorities in Bulgaria and their languages

The ethnic composition of the country's population remains relatively constant. According to the 2001 census around 84% of the Bulgarian citizens are Bulgarians. The
two largest ethnic minority groups are the Turks (9.4%) and the Roma (4.7%). Regardless of the State minority policy the ethnocultural communities in the country have
worked out modi of coexistence, avoiding the escalation of conflicts.
Ethnicity

Population

Percent

Bulgarians

6,655,210

83.9

Turks

746,664

9.4

Roma

370,908

4.7

Other

156,119

2.0

Total

7,928,901

100.0

Table 1: Bulgaria's ethnic groups (based on the results of the March 1, 2001 official census)
Source: Data presented by the Bulgaria's National Statistical Institute (2001)

The Turkish ethnic minority is basically concentrated in two rural areas in SouthEastern and North-Eastern Bulgaria. In the South-Eastern part of the country, or Rodopa mountain region, the biggest Turkish minority population is located in the
Kardzhali district, where it forms the absolute majority in the province. In North Eastern Bulgaria (Ludogorie/Deliorman) the Turks concentrated around Razgrad, where
they form a relative majority, in Targovishte, Silistra and Shoumen. The language
spoken by this long-established community is a Balkan Turkish dialect which is also
influenced by Bulgarian language.
At the end of the socialist regime, Zhivkov's policy of highly restrictive measures towards minority groups led to the large-scale external migration of the Turkish-speaking
population in 1989, when the Republic of Turkey opened its borders to accept Turks
from Bulgaria. For a period of almost three months about 450,000 Turks (including
Tatars and Gypsies-Muslims) left Bulgaria, but later some 120,000 of them came back.
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On a religious basis we should distinguish two more groups: the Pomaks, a good size
of Muslims who speak a Bulgarian dialect of the Rhodopean group, and the Gagauz,
Turkish-speaking Christians. The Turks and the Pomaks therefore make up distinct
language minorities, even though they belong to the same religion (Muslim): one
speaking Turkish, the other speaking a Bulgarian dialect. “The Muslim Bulgarians
are not listed in the census. Their number is estimated to be about 200,000 to 280,000.
They are concentrated in the Rodopa mountain region in Southern Bulgaria as well as
in the South-Western part, or the Pirin mountain region” (Krasteva 2001, 443).
Roma are the third biggest ethnic group in Bulgaria. But “experts estimated their number to be from 720,000 to 815,000 people (9-10% of the population) in 2007, using the
data of local authorities and the Ministry of Internal Affairs in 1989 and different
natural growth coefficients. Roma are an extremely heterogeneous group. There are
five major Roma linguistic groups in Bulgaria: Dasikane Roma, Xoraxane Roma, Kaldarash, Kalaydjes (Coppersmiths), Ludara, and more than 70 subgroups based on traditional crafts, religion, etc. Part of the Roma lost their group language or simply chose
to replace it with a more prestigious language - Bulgarian or Turkish. Roma differ
largely on their religious affiliation, too. The majority are East Orthodox Christians. The
number of Evangelists rose significantly during Post-Communism, and the number of
Muslims decreased, but is still high – between one third and one half of the group,
using different criteria (self-identification or others' labelling).” (Tomova 2009, 66).
The last national scope survey which contains data on the mother tongue of the Bulgarian citizens (the 2001 Census) reveals that in the country there are 12 more numerous communities of people whose mother tongue is not Bulgarian: Turkish, Roma,
Armenian, Jewish, Vlach (Wallachian), Arab, Russian, Tatar, Greek, Macedonian,
Romanian and Ukrainian.
Armenians are the third long-established minority community in Bulgaria. Their main
centers in the country are the major cities Plovdiv, Varna, Sofia, Sliven, Rousse and
Burgas. Historically seen the Armenians were between the other tribes living on the
Balkan Peninsula during the Hellenistic period and the process of Romanization of
this territory as well as in the frontiers of the Byzantine Empire. Bulgaria accommodated several Armenian waves that emigrated from Armenia through the Ottoman
Empire. The first wave arrived by the end of 19th century after the Armenian genocide
in Turkey. The last human wave happened about 1920 when Bulgarian ethnologists
consider Armenian local Diaspora definitively structured and organized. The traditional
language of the community is Western Armenian and Bulgarian, being the official language, is spoken by all Armenians in the country.
The local Jewish community occupied an important place in Bulgarian modern history. Bulgaria is one of the few countries in Europe to have saved its Jewish minority
during the World War II from the Nazi deportation. Most of its members have Bulgarian national consciousness and nowadays this is one of the most integrated minorities
in Bulgarian society. The majority of Bulgarian Jews use actually Ladino (till recent
time the widely spoken throughout the Balkans Judeo-Spanish) as family language
along with Bulgarian. As per the column “Hebrew language” in Table 2 – here it
should be understood, the language which is taught as mother tongue in schools.
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Table 2: Population as of 01.03.2001, whose mother tongue is not Bulgarian, given by ethnic groups
Source: Data presented by the Bulgaria's National Statistical Institute (2001)
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The declared Vlach speakers use Aromanian or Balkan Romance languages. To some
extent, they could be perceived as a couple of ethnic minority groups - Aromanians
and Vlachs - related to neighboring country of Bulgaria, namely Romania. The Aromanians are rural issued people. Usually, they remain spread throughout the country,
while the Vlachs are predominantly concentrated in towns, beside the river Danube,
essentially in Vidin.
It is important to mention that also Greek speakers do not represent a monolith minority group. The Greeks who live and work today in Bulgaria as Bulgarian citizens have
different historical background: the political immigrants (located mainly in Sofia), the
old Greek population of the interior of the country (centered in the city of Plovdiv) and
the Black Sea Greek community who use a local Greek dialect of the Black Sea coast
region to communicate within the family. Unlike these town living small communities,
the Karakachans live in the mountain areas from Sliven to Panagyurishte, predominantly in the villages, and speak Northern Greek (Sarakatsani) dialect.
These are the long-established (ethnic) communities that are perceived as traditional
minorities in Bulgaria. Among them the Roma and the Turk communities are considered as the real minority groups in the country that local ethnic majority and the State
have to make sensitive efforts to solve their specific problems and to improve their
integration in the society.
2.

The legal framework for minority languages

The Bulgarian Constitution does not maintain the concept of “regional and minority
languages”, but acknowledges the right (article 36, §2) of the citizens for whom the
official language (Bulgarian) is not mother tongue to use and study their native language along with Bulgarian. Article 54 (§1) lays down the right of each citizen “to
make use of the national and universal cultural values as well as to develop his/her culture in accordance with his/her ethnic identity, which is recognized and guaranteed by
the law”. Simultaneously article 6 (§2) states that all citizens are equal before the law
and no limitations of the rights or the privileges, based on race, nationality, ethnic
identity, etc. are accepted.
Bulgaria signed the Council of Europe's Convention Framework for the Protection of
National Minorities in 1997 and ratified it in 1999.2 Specialized structures in charge
of the integration of minority communities have been established in some ministries.
Many non-governmental organizations of the ethnic communities in Bulgaria set out, in
their statutory objectives and in their activities, tasks and initiatives for protection of the
respective language and development of the cultural expression in it. From the end
of 2004 the National Council for Cooperation on Ethnic and Demographic Issues
(NCCEDI) at the Council of Ministers is the consultative and coordinating body, assist2

There are two decisions of the Constitutional Court on the compliance of the Convention term
“national minorities” with the Constitution of the Republic of Bulgaria and on the effect of the
Convention. The Court found that Bulgarian and international law does not have a definition of
the term that is legally binding on the Republic of Bulgaria. The rights and freedoms listed in the Convention are duly provided for and correspondingly protected in the Constitution.
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ing the Bulgarian government in the formulation and implementation of the State
policy on ethnic and demographic issues. The NCCEDI facilitates the cooperation and
coordination among the State institutions, the associations of Bulgarian citizens, belonging to ethnic minorities and other associations, active in the field of interethnic
relations and demographic development. A special Roma Integration Commission has
been established within the Council. District and Municipal Councils on Ethnic and
Demographic Issues have been set up at all district administrations and most of the
municipal administrations. They implement district programs for integration of ethnic
minorities. Experts on ethnic and demographic issues have been employed by the district and municipal administrations.
Bulgaria is not a party on the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages,
but commits to ensuring that persons belonging to minorities have the opportunity to
learn their mother tongue in the context of the education system. As mentioned above,
domestic legislation refrains the use of the term “minority language”. The main road
chosen by Bulgarian law for the protection of the language rights of the representatives
of minority groups in Bulgaria is that which guarantees protection of their individual
human rights. The concept of “mother tongue” in the Constitution is defined in a negative way – it refers to all persons “for whom Bulgarian language is not mother
tongue”. The definition of the minority the person belongs to is not necessary. It is sufficient to ascertain the fact that the mother tongue of the person is not the Bulgarian.
3.

Official policy regarding the presence and teaching of mother tongue
in the education system

3.1

The official language of the State

The Law on National Education (1991) in its article 8 (amended - State Gazette No. 36/
1998) states that Bulgarian language is the official language in kindergartens, schools
and supporting units. School Education provides conditions for the learning of literary
Bulgarian language. Students for whom the Bulgarian language is not mother tongue,
along with the compulsory study of Bulgarian language have the right to study their
mother tongue in the public schools under the protection and the control of the State.
The key importance of the standard Bulgarian language in all public schools, beginning with the kindergarten level, is reinforced by the most recent Ordinance No. 2/
18.05.2009 for the compulsory study and use of the literary Bulgarian language in Bulgarian schools, issued by the Minister of Public Education and Science. According to
this ordinance it is an explicit obligation of the teachers to use literary Bulgarian in
all their communications with students inside and outside the school. Teachers further
must communicate among themselves inside the school by using the standard Bulgarian.
One-year obligatory pre-school preparation in preparatory groups at kindergartens
or preparatory classes at schools has been introduced for all 6-year-old children. In the
preparatory groups the children whose mother tongue is not Bulgarian study Bulgarian language, so that they can be at equal footing with the other children regarding
the knowledge of Bulgarian when they enter school.
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Mother tongues different than Bulgarian

Part of the national educational system reform project is the Strategy for educational
integration of children and students from the ethnic minorities (2004). In 2005 a Center for Educational Integration of Children and Students of Ethnic Minority Origin
(COIDEUM) has been set up to the Ministry of Education, Youth and Science, where
there are nominated experts in the languages of the traditional ethnic minorities in
Bulgaria, namely Turkish, Romani, Armenian and Hebrew. Board members are representatives of non-governmental organizations of the ethnic communities in the country. The Center started its real activity as a secondary distributor of budget in 2007 and
since then under competitive procedures approved dozens of projects aimed at educational integration in schools and municipalities.
There are a number of legislative acts relating to the teaching of minority languages in
Bulgaria.3 In addition to the above mentioned article 8 of the Law on National Education, which guarantees the right of the students whose mother tongue is different
than Bulgarian to study it in the public schools, the Regulation on the application
of the Law on National Education (Article 8, §4) specifies that “the ‘mother tongue’ in
the context of this regulation is the language in which a child communicates with its
family before it starts school”. Students whose mother tongue is not Bulgarian can
study Turkish, Romani, Armenian or Hebrew from 1st to 8th grade in the public schools
as a compulsory choice subject. Mother tongue is taught 4 hours a week by regular
teachers; the respective textbooks are provided to the children for free and the teaching
is covered by the municipal budgets. The mark on this subject is taken into account for
the formation of the annual mark (The Law on the Educational Degree, the Educational Minimum and the Curriculum, 1999). The training in mother tongue and in
religion as compulsory choice subjects shall be conducted according to curriculum
programs, approved by the Minister of Education, Youth and Science (amended article 7
- State Gazette, No. 80/2004 - of the Ordinance No. 6/28.05.2001 on the distribution
of the schedule of the educational minimum according to classes, stages and degrees
of education). The bodies which supervise and control the teaching of non-Bulgarian
mother tongue in schools are the Regional Inspectorates on Education at the Ministry
of Education, Youth and Science, where native language experts are hired only in
high-minority areas. In other areas, their functions are carried out by experts in education management.
According to data presented by the Regional Inspectorates on Education, during the
2008-2009 school year as mother tongue 8370 students studied Turkish, 62 students
studied Romani, 135 students studied Armenian and 850 students studied Hebrew.
3

The training in mother tongue and culture of children who are not Bulgarian citizens is regulated by
the Section II of the Ordinance No. 3/19.06.2009 on the conditions and order of providing free of
charge training in Bulgarian, as well as training in mother tongue and culture for students of compulsory school age - children of citizens of EU member states, the European Economic Area, and
Switzerland. The training shall be carried out at the request of the parents (guardians) and organized
through the diplomatic representation of the country of origin. It cannot be financed by means from
the state budget and the budgets of the schools, but by the country of origin and/or by physical or
juridical persons.
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Mother tongue

Total of students
in primary school

Total of students in
middle school

Total of teachers

Turkish

3,088

5,282

114

Romani

15

47

2

Armenian

68

67

23

581

269

6

Hebrew

Table 3: Number of pupils who had studied mother tongues different than Bulgarian, during the 20082009 school year
Source: Data presented by the following Regional Inspectorate on Education: a) Turkish Kardzhali, Haskovo, Smolyan, Veliko Tarnovo, Blagoevgrad, Razgrad, Plovdiv, Rousse,
Shumen, Sofia; b) Romani – Varna; c) Armenian - Plovdiv, Varna, Sofia; d) Hebrew – Sofia

The numbers presented above must not be taken as reliable statistical sample from
which to draw any general conclusions. The source does not specify whether the data
are collected from all the public schools in the country (where mother tongue different than Bulgarian is taught), nor takes account of the students' ethnicity. For example
in the only Jewish school in the capital, where the study of Hebrew is compulsory
from the 1st grade, many ethnic Bulgarian students are enrolled together with the
ethnic Jews, simply because of the prestige of the school.
At university level an attempt was made to introduce a program “Primary school
pedagogy with Romani language” at the University of Veliko Tarnovo, but it failed due
to insufficient capacity in terms of academic staff. Programs in Turkish, Armenian, Jewish and Greek studies are established long ago at several universities in the country.
4.

Minority languages in the public services, in the media and
in the cultural sphere

Article 10 of the Framework Convention for Protection of the National Minorities envisages the opportunity for persons belonging to national minorities to use the minority
language in their relations with the administrative bodies, but only “in case this desire
corresponds to the real need”. As the Bulgarian citizens of minority origin can use
without difficulties the official language, and as the State can hardly finance a multilingual administrative public service, it is not applied. However, in the administrative
structures in regions with compact population of minority ethnic origin non-Bulgarian
mother tongue is freely used in the verbal communication in case both sides are fluent
in the respective language.
The topographical signs in Bulgaria are, as a rule, written in the Cyrillic alphabet (in
Bulgarian language) and in the Latin alphabet (in English language). Ordinance of the
Ministry of Regional Development and Public Works on the transliteration of the Bulgarian geographic names in the Latin alphabet (No. 3/26.10.2006) enforces the writing of the Bulgarian toponyms in Latin. The indicative signs in Cyrillic and Latin letters are understandable for all literate Bulgarian citizens.
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Each numerous ethnic community in Bulgaria publishes periodicals in its language.
Most of these periodicals are bilingual. The Law on Radio and Television (1998) gives
to the radio and TV broadcasters the opportunity to broadcast programs in languages,
different from Bulgarian, in case these programs are targeting “Bulgarian citizens, for
whom the Bulgarian language is not the mother tongue”. The Bulgarian National TV
broadcasts a news bulletin in Turkish every day of the week. The Bulgarian National
Radio has a world service called Radio Bulgaria broadcasting in 11 languages (Bulgarian, Russian, English, German, French, Spanish, Serbian, Greek, Albanian, Turkish
and Arabic). In the procedures for licensing electronic media the Council for Electronic Media included the requirement for them to produce programs for the minorities, connected with the minorities' lifestyle, culture, and social integration. Stimulating criteria for production of programs in mother tongue, particularly in the ethnically
mixed areas, are also in place. There are also Internet sites focused primarily on the
problems of the ethnic communities in Bulgaria (such as www.ethnos.bg and www.
nccedi.government.bg) and Internet newsletter of the NGOs of the ethnic communities.
The free use of minority languages in the cultural sphere is guaranteed by law. Book
production focuses primarily on publishing bilingual (there are also trilingual) dictionaries of the respective non-Bulgarian languages and Bulgarian. Popular songs in Romani and Turkish languages are written and sung. The State supports (financially) the
publishing activities, artistic performances, folklore festivals, traditional fairs and
celebration of historical dates and events from the calendar of the ethnic communities in Bulgaria.
5.

Final remarks

In recent years, standardization of minority protection has taken place, with an emphasis on the values of linguistic diversity, non-discrimination and tolerance. Different
paths of accommodating linguistic diversity can be followed, resulting in dissimilar
regimes of legal, political and cultural recognition. Besides the conceptual difficulties in
minority language maintenance, there are, of course, other more practical. And sometimes the domestic intricacies of each and every country demand home-grown solutions,
which may or may not incorporate outside experience and practice.
With reference to the language situation in Bulgaria we would like to draw a special
attention to the possibility for minority languages to be successfully included in education. The following issues regarding the minority language teaching are to be considered:
the discrepancy between the spoken local variety and the respective school-taught standard language, the methodological difficulties of teaching a non-standardized language
without a written form and the curriculum and textbook development and monitoring.
Responsible for the management of the minority languages acquisition in Bulgaria
are the Ministry of Education experts at a part-time position (one per language).
They are responsible for supplying the teaching materials and, to a certain degree, coordinating the curriculum. Most of the textbooks are ordered from the respective country of origin or have been developed under external projects. Thus, the Armenian textbooks used in public schools, for instance, (donated from Middle Eastern Armenian
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Communities!) are on Eastern Armenian, while the family language of the respective
community in Bulgaria is the Western Armenian literary norm. Bulgarian Jews traditionally are Ladino speakers, but the only education in mother tongue supported by the
State is in Hebrew. The latter obviously serves their minority language rights, but
does not contribute to the preservation of Ladino, which faced the risk of extinction.
A question was raised if the present day education in Turkish as mother tongue could
create a kind of diglossia as the language teaching materials sent by the Ministry of
Education of the Turkish Republic are developed in the standard variety, which is the
Turkish spoken in Istanbul (Can/Todorov 2005). Last, but not least, Bulgarian Roma
speak more than five different Romani dialects, which do not have written form. Their
dynamics make the standardization of the macrolanguage in order to function in education virtually impossible. The textbooks used in the attempts to introduce Romani in
public education implement a version of the Roman alphabet, without taking into account the great difficulties that 1st grade students from Roma minority origin already
experience in learning the Cyrillic one (due to an insufficient knowledge of the Bulgarian language). Moreover, there seems to be certain unwillingness among Roma
parents for their children to be educated in Romani at school. There is always a risk
that the mother tongue classes make more difficult, instead of contributing to, the
integration of the children of minority origin.
Bulgaria could be in many respects an informative example for the challenges in maintaining and promoting minority languages. Besides enhancing the quality of teaching,
a very important issue is the significant lack of reliable official information, supervision and monitoring of the minority language education. Structures and mechanisms
of coordinating and controlling the implementation of the State policy towards minority
languages are need, as well as experts with scientific background to help both in its
development and effectiveness evaluation.
6.
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